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NEW ROSE GARDEN 
PLANNED

Muckenthaler Cultural Center

Fullerton, CA � Though it is still in the planning stages, we applaud the 
happy news that a new garden of historic roses is in the initial planning stag-
es for Southern California.

Since its planting in 1994, the Stagecoach Inn Historic Rose Garden has 
been the ONLY public garden of Historic Roses in SoCal.  Now plans are 
being made for a rose garden which will conform to the historic period of 
significance of the Muckenthaler Mansion, located in Fullerton (Orange 
County.)

Commissioned at an original cost of $35,000, the Muckenthaler home 
was built by Walter and Adella Muckenthaler in 1924 atop a hill in Fuller-
ton. Built at the height of the Spanish Colonial movement in California ar-
chitecture, the 18-room mansion was a showplace of its period.  

In 1965, wishing to see his childhood home used as a cultural Center, 
Harold Muckenthaler donated the house and 8.5 acres of land to the city of 
Fullerton.  In 1999, the mansion received designation by the National Regis-
ter of Historic Places. In its 45th year, “The Muck” now showcases more 
than 100 performances, gallery exhibits and classes every year, and serves 
more than 25,000 people. 

The Muckenthaler grounds DID originally  include a rose garden, but 
the varieties grown are not recorded.  The planned garden will include Tea 
Roses and others known to be in commerce in the mansion’s early days, and 
may include several tough “Found” roses.

With experience in the Mendocino  Coast Botanical Garden, and in con-
sideration of the need for drought-resistant gardens, landscape architect Nate 
Benisi plans for an intimate rose garden that should survive coming drought 
years, and remain attractive.



Final Year for Certain Varieties
You will notice that we have marked many varieties as last season available. I 

had to make some tough choices with regards to many of these varieties. First, I 
HATE to drop antique varieties (especially ramblers) as I find them to be very re-
warding plants to grow IN THE GARDEN. As a crop to sell – not so much. Still, I 
intend to plant a sample of most of these varieties in case I decide to bring them 
back. I also really like the polyanthas and the miniatures but they just aren’t selling 
anymore in quantities that justify their continuation. Again I will plant some of each 
variety as there are some really good ones that aren’t currently selling but may in the 
future.

As for the modern varieties, (HT’s, FL’s GR, CL’s, Austins & shrubs) the deci-
sions, while more complicated weren’t that difficult and none of these will be back 
(except perhaps La France because I like it and it grows pretty well). When evaluat-
ing these I first eliminated varieties that weren’t vigorous growing or hardy enough 
to produce an acceptable quantity of good plants. Then I looked at disease resistance 
and dropped a bunch more. For those unaware here in Ontario, Canada (and a grow-
ing number of communities in Canada) home gardeners cannot apply ANY synthetic 
pesticide for cosmetic purposes and it has had a catastrophic effect on rose sales at 
the garden center level. As such numerous old and new varieties had to go and more 
will likely be discontinued next season.

Next came the question, “Do we sell enough of them?” and the related ques-
tions “How much is the royalty?” and “Does the math work out in my favor be-
tween the quantity budded, harvested, sold and royalties paid”. 

After reviewing the royalty rates (and picking myself up from the floor) I dis-
continued a large number of reasonably good growing but economically unsustaina-
ble (unprofitable) varieties.

After all this purging I decided that from this year onward I wasn’t going to 
take on any new varieties that weren’t either remarkably different or better than 
what was already available. In my opinion there’s too many new varieties that look 
nearly identical to too many existing varieties. For example, taking on a “new” Hy-
brid Tea that’s disease prone and has a bloom similar to for instance, Chrysler Impe-
rial but has a catchy/current name and a high per bud royalty isn’t doing anybody 
any good. Sure, we’d be able to sell a quantity of them for a couple years but if it’s 
just taking sales away from superior varieties then in the end everybody loses 
(except the company collecting the royalties). 

Check Pickering Out At:
http://pickeringnurseries.com/web_store.cgi?page=FinalYear.htm
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Pickering Cuts Back
Canadian Nurseries Pickering and Hortico bud roses on Multiflora rootstock, 

which makes their plants dicey propositions in our alkaline conditions.  Yet, for 
many people in colder parts of the U.S., they have been important sources of roses 
suited to their climate.  Now, Pickering has announced that this will be the final year  
of offering many old, hardy, once-blooming roses.  Coming on the heels of other 
nursery losses, this is bad news indeed.   Pickering’s Announcement Read:
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The Historic Sacramento City Cemetery 
will again open its gates for an 

Open GardenGardenGarden & Sale Of
Rare & Wonderful Roses

in the Historic Rose Garden,  

The Date Will Be:

Sat., April 21, 2012Sat., April 21, 2012Sat., April 21, 2012
At 1000 Broadway, Sacramento

SOME of the Available Roses Will Be:
* “Barbara’s Pasture Rose” * “Bengal Fire” 

*Benny Lopez  * Buff Beauty *Cheshire Red

*’Comtesse du Cayla’  * ‘Devoniensis’   * “Elisabeth’s China”

* “Forest Ranch Pompom”    * ‘Garisenda’

* “Grandmother’s Hat” * “Like Lamarque”

* ‘Leonie Lamesch’ 

* ‘Lupe’s Buttons’          * “Malespina Red China”

* ‘Mme. Isaac Pereire’

* ‘Mons. Tillier’     * ‘Mrs. Dudley Cross’ 

* “Mrs. Keay’s Pink Noisette” (aka “Faded Pink Monthly”)

* ‘Mrs. Oakley Fisher’ * “Old Town Novato”  * “Petite Pink” 

* “The Peggy Martin Rose”   * “Placerville White Noisette”

* ‘Prosperity’   * “Vina Banks” (aka “Vina Banksia”)

*  R. Californica Plena 

* R. Roxburghii normalis Seedlings 
(grown from heps collected in the Quarryhill Botanical Garden) 

* R. Rugosa kamtchatica 

* ‘Regulus’            * “Secret Garden Musk Climber”

* ‘Sombreuil’ *‘Superb Tuscan’
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the new owners.

Note: there is no distributor in the U.S. for the book as I write. How-
ever, I noted today that Amazon has one site that will import a copy from 
England for about $40. Well worth the price!

Bill Grant – grant@ebold.com 

— Women In My Rose Garden Cont. From Pg. 14

‘Sombreuil’— Large-Flowered Climber Origin Unrecorded

‘Mlle. De Sombreuil’ — Tea Rose, 1850
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By Ann Chapman
176 pp  8 ½ x 11
40 color photographs by Paul Starosta
$40 from Amazon (imported)

A Review By Bill Grant

This beautiful book from New Zealand is based upon the roses 
grown in the garden of Ann Chapman, who has traced the history of the 
rose and the person it was named for. Thirty-four were chosen out of her 
collection of 125 planted on ten acres at a restored farmhouse near Wel-
lington.

She and her husband established Trinity Farm over twenty years ago 
on ten acres, growing over 1500 roses, more than 600 different varieties. 
It was sold five years ago. The nursery grew own-root, spray-free plants 
for the national market.

Most of the roses in the book would be classified as heritage or heir-
loom varieties. Photographs of every rose are accompanied by paintings, 
drawings, photographs of the women themselves. Her research must have 
taken a great deal of time and effort; the work has resulted in a book that 
sets a standard of  quality and beauty.

With each entry there is a biography of the woman herself, the type 
of rose, date of introduction, history of the breeder, the parentage, and 
other names.

When one reads a book like this, the temptation is to see if the author 
agrees with the reader’s knowledge – let’s see if there are any ‘errors’. 
So I went immediately to ‘Sombreuil’, which has been the center of con-
troversy. She points out that there have been discrepancies in its descrip-
tion, and she lists the people who have declared their opinions. No doubt 
there are enough comments by her to be challenged, but I can find noth-
ing to argue.

I spent a day at the nursery about ten years ago. It would have been 
better to spend a week! I hope it will be kept up to the high standards by 

— Continued on Page 15
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THE OTHER GREAT SPRING EVENT
IN CALIFORNIA

The 32nd Annual

CELEBRATIONCELEBRATIONCELEBRATION OF OF OF OLD ROSESOLD ROSESOLD ROSES
Sunday, May 20, 11 am.—3:30 p.m.

El Cerrito Community Center,
7007 Moeser Lane El Cerrito, CA 94530

Rose-Lovers from across California will bring blooms to the El Cerrito 
Community Center on the Sunday following Mother’s Day, for this tradition 
of “A Room Full Of Roses.”  

The heart of the Celebration is a one-hundred-foot display of Old Roses, 
grouped by type, displayed informally for the enjoyment of all.  There’s no 
judging.  Feel free to look, TOUCH, smell the roses.  So pull out your 
shears, clip off a couple of your best roses, and bring them by!  Or, bring a 
whole bouquet of roses for display.

Have a rose that you can’t identify? Bring a bloom, place it on the 
“Unidentified Rose Table,” and wait for suggestions …

Purchase heirloom and hard-to-find roses from specialty nurseries. Ven-
dors will sell rare perennials, crafts, china, books, greeting cards, calendars, 
honey, jam, jewelry, and clothing, all rose-inspired.

Admission is FREE! Food & Soft Drinks will be for sale.
For more info, call Kristina Osborn at (510) 527-3815  . . . or email 

kmosborn@earthlink.net

TO REACH THE COMMUNITY CENTER IN EL CERRITO:
Take 80 or 580 to El Cerrito, Central Ave. exit  Go east, then left on Ashbury ’til it 

ends at Moeser, and you’re there!



“When Times Get Tough . . . ”
It has never been more true, for gardeners.  Though we’ve had recent 

rainfall (and some snappy cold weather, too), Southern California in partic-
ular is in a real hole, when it comes to seasonal rainfall.

Downtown Los Angeles is said to have recorded 0.76-in of rain for the 
storm, bringing the water year total to 5.98 inches.  That brings our seasonal 
total (as of 3-28-12) to a whopping 46% of the “normal” rain total for this 
date.  And our “normal” isn’t exactly a gardener’s dream.  

With our traditionally-dry summers, and normally-wet winters, most of 
our water — for drinking and irrigation — originates in the headwaters of 
streams in the rugged northern half of the county (still, blessedly, not heavi-
ly-populated).  These streams feed into our rivers and recharge our aquifers.

For Southern California, we in Ventura County may be unusual.  These 
“local” resources have (thus far) supplied about 85% of the water needs of 
our 800,000 or so residents, and our important agricultural industry.  Only a 
minor fraction of our water has been “imported” from outside the County.

But the continuing series of drought years threatens this home-grown 
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MORE GOOD NURSERY NEWS!
Here’s some news I’m really happy to report.  Many of you will 

recall the extensive list of wonderful roses imported by Gold Coast 
Member Cliff Orent for his EuroDesert Nursery.  When the nursery 
closed, we were concerned lest that collection be lost.

We were cheered when Vintage Gardens Rose Nursery stepped 
forward and picked up Cliff’s remarkable collection — and saddened 
again when it was announced that Vintage Gardens would close in 
spring, 2013.  Once again, it looked like it might be “curtains” for 
the EuroDesert collection.

An unexpected hero came to the rescue, and the EuroDesert col-
lection has now transitioned to Heirloom Roses (Formerly Heirloom 
Old Garden Roses) in St. Paul, Oregon.  This is a long-established 
nursery with a real presence in Oregon’s wonderful Willamette Val-
ley — a rose-growing Paradise.

Since the plants that went to Oregon are small, the EuroDesert 
roses are not yet offered.  Their catalog of roses is large and varied, 
though, and worth looking at for other things, too.  Watch the Heir-
loom Roses website for news and updates.  

http://www.heirloomroses.com/

‘Baptiste Lafaye’
(Polyantha, Int. France, Puyravaud, 1909)

Imported to the U.S. by Cliff Orent for Euro-Desert Roses



MORE ROSE SOURCES 
TO LOVE

The troubles that have beset Vintage Gardens serve to underscore the 
tenuous nature of the nursery business — most-particularly the sort of spe-
cialty nursery adventurous enough to carry old and rare roses.  That such 
places continue to exist across the U.S. is a miracle to be celebrated.

So, when planning to add roses to your garden, here are a few other 
great nurseries we on the West Coast should turn to first:

BURLINGTON ROSE NURSERY
Located in Visalia, CA, this is the relatively young nursery started a 

few years ago by Burling Leong.  Burling was Ralph Moore’s budding ex-
pert, responsible for the wonderful patio-size rose “trees” and other such 
things.  Fortunately for us, she carries many of the wonders we used to find 
at Moore’s Sequoia Nursery.  I just purchased ‘Mr. Bluebird’ from Burl-
ing, as a gift for a friend.  Also from Burling, the Polyantha/Noisette,  
‘Sunshine,’ and the graceful Tea/Noisette,  ‘Crepuscule’ — because nei-
ther of those yellow-toned beauties is willing to grow well in my coastal 
climate.  I don’t buy many roses, but when I do — Burlington is the first 
place I look for what I want.  Contact them through their fairly simple web-
site, at:

http://www.burlingtonroses.com/

ROGUE VALLEY ROSES
Located in Southern Oregon, RVR lifts the standard for the rare, the 

wonderful, and the unusual.  A great West Coast resource, Rogue Valley 
Roses is THE source for Paul Barden’s roses.  From there, came our 
‘Licorice Tea,’ a yellow which is both delicate of color and un-fading (and 
disease-resistant, too) — and a sturdy little ‘Dragon’s Blood,’ a Barden 
Floribunda for which I have great hopes.  (It’s one of those “brownish” 
colors, said to be continuous-blooming, and capable of 4-7-ft. of handsome 
plant.)  The first blooms are opening here.  It seems to love to bloom, and 
the foliage is almost good enough to make it desirable even if it didn’t 
bloom.  Seriously!  See it at:  http://www.helpmefind.com/gardening/
l.php?l=2.39462

Visit the extensive on-line catalog for Rogue Valley Roses at:

http://www.roguevalleyroses.com/
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water supply.  

If little rain falls in the mountains, less and less water, eventually, 
makes it to the plains.  When that happens, in the past, water-use re-
strictions have been put in to place — along with increased fees for water 
used.  It’s more than something as simple as restaurants not automatically 
providing icewater at your table.  It will, increasingly, affect the amount of 
water available to your garden. 

Our Response:  We know that some roses are “thirstier” than others.  
If you’re adding roses to your garden, try to avoid those that need water 
most.  

The impact is already beginning to show.  The following report from 
Linda Buzzell, of Santa Barbara, was printed in the April Newsletter of the 
Santa Barbara Rose Society

LOCAL WATER OFFICIALS:
“DON’T plant roses!”

My husband Larry went to the recent Water Efficient Landscaping 
seminar, part of a local Landscape Expo at the Earl Warren Showgrounds in 
Santa Barbara, that featured officials from local and SB County Water 
Depts. Part of their message was that roses are now considered to be water-
wasteful plants and thus are not on the list of approved waterwise garden 
plants being strongly recommended to local gardeners and government and 
corporate building landscapers. Larry told the water officials that there are 
many other kinds of roses besides HTs and that some of the older, survivor 
and tough new modern roses are quite drought-resistant once established, 
which seemed to be completely new information for them. 

He also talked about edible landscaping as an important thing to consider 
(not just gravel, cacti or native plant gardens) in recommending plants to 
the public, and mentioned permaculture methods of capturing and storing 
water in the landscape (swales, berms, mulching etc.) so roses, fruit and 
veggie crops can be grown in a waterwise way. Roses, of course, are EDI-
BLE plants if grown no-spray -- an important fact to stress in speaking to 
city and county officials as they discourage us from planting them. SBRS 
has had programs on cooking with rose petals and hips but few city or 
county officials attended.

The water people also said that the wealthiest areas of our county are some 
of the heaviest water users in the county and there will be a big push to get 
them to put in waterwise plants. In other words, NOT roses! One shudders 

— Cont. on Pg. 6
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to think of the historic rose collections that will be shovel pruned to make 
way for supposedly more sustainable plants.

Roses seem to be developing a serious PR problem, especially in areas 
where water is an issue. Too often they are seen as useless, superficial, wa-
terhogging, chemically-dependent divas not acceptable in modern land-
scapes unless they are plastic "Knock Out" supermarket roses.

I’m hoping that ARS and local ARS chapters might be interested in playing 
a positive, active role in educating the water boards and the public around 
the country about ways to grow roses that don't consume as much water. 
Otherwise we're up against a lot of heavy-duty new publicity that's anti-
roses.

Last time I looked, Santa Barbara has had only 8 or so inches of rain this 
year (average is 18") so we know this issue isn't going to go away!

~ Linda Buzzell

— ‘Don’t Plant Roses”  Continued from Page 5

Lovely “Ragged Robin” (‘Gloire des Rosomanes’) Found In Gardens Far And Wide, 
Where Roses Planted  Before 1944 Were Neglected Or Abandoned

‘Gloire des Rosomanes’
(China, Vibert, France, 1825,)
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At the same time, Vintage announced:  

“A Sale To Celebrate”
At Vintage Gardens we are offering our customers' favorite sale: DOUBLE DIS-
COUNTS!

From now through the month of April, leading up to our open garden season in 
May, you may DOUBLE YOUR DISCOUNTS for our two regular specials, the 
four-plant and the eight-plant orders. 

When you order 4 or more plants, and provide us with 2 alternates for each 4 roses, 
you will receive $2 off each rose you purchase.

When you order 8 or more plants, and provide us with 4 alternates for each 8 roses, 
you will receive TWO FREE PLANTS in the order.

PLEASE, PLEASE NOTE: on your web orders these double discounts will not 
appear. We do not charge your order until it is pulled and processed, and at that time 
we will apply the DOUBLE DISCOUNTS.

ALSO, PLEASE NOTE: this special discount does not apply to our 10% stand-
ard discount for members of HRF, HRG, ARS, UC Berkeley Botanic Gardens, SF 
Arboretum, The Garden Conservancy, and volunteers of The Friends of Vintage 
Roses, the San Jose Heritage Rose Garden and Sacramento Historic Rose Garden, 
and for Premium members of HelpMeFindRoses. Those discounts cannot be added 
to this special sale. 

Please keep in mind that your orders help to keep Vintage Gardens viable. Our goal 
is to reverse our decision to close in 2013, and with your help we can do just that! 
Just go to our website to see what's in stock today and place an order at:  
www.vintagegardens.com

for rose questions email to Gregg at: glowery@vintagegardens.com
to place orders by email: gita@vintagegardens.com

“Legacy Of The Richardson Family” (“George Washington Richardson”)
A Found Rose From Northern California
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RECEIVED VIA THE INTERNET IN LATE MARCH:

Dear Friends and Customers of Vintage Gardens,

We celebrate the saving of a rose collection and the garden it in-
habits today.  Those crop circles you see [above] are the paths and 
hedges in a part of the old rose garden that holds the collection of 
some 4,000 roses which once belonged to me.  These roses are 
now in the hands of The Friends Of Vintage Roses, an organiza-
tion begun informally more than 10 years ago under the name The 
Friends of Vintage Gardens.  This organization is now forming 
into a non-profit to preserve this rare collection.

I an grateful to the Friends for their courage in taking on this re-
sponsibility, and I offer my thanks to all of you who have donated 
to The Friends Of Vintage Roses to support their efforts.  I thank 
also the Heritage Rose Foundation for assisting the Friends by 
establishing a temporary fund of donations to aid in the work of 
cleaning, pruning, mulching, and maintaining the roses this year.

At Vintage Gardens, Gita, Juan, and I are getting used to the idea 
that we can no longer call these ‘our roses’ ... So if I slip and use 
the possessive, forgive my long habit — the roses now belong to 
all of us, not just to me — they are truly OUR roses!

— Gregg Lowery

Late March News From

Vintage
Gardens

Rose Nursery

We also thank Linda Buzzell for passing along the following in-
teresting comparison.

PLUS CA CHANGE (the more things change…)

1900:
Elmo R. Meserve, of Los Angeles, gives the Times an outline of his wide 
experience in rose growing, which is applicable to most of the valley and 
foothill regions of the State.

“Notes on Growing.   — It is now time to cutback your rose plants, 
taking out all the dead and useless wood.   Cover your ground well with 
manure, and give thorough spading.   Would also advise another coating 
of manure for the surface, to act as a mulch, as this is much better than 
the constant working of the soil.   You will obtain best results upon 
heavy, stiff soil, and with plenty of water.   Rose bushes seemingly thrive 
upon any soil, and bloom freely under any ordinary treatment, but in 
order to obtain choice bloom you will find it necessary to meet special 
requirements. Do not endeavor to keep your bushes growing 
throughout the year. Stop watering in August and Septem-
ber, allowing your plants a much needed rest.”
~ From “Roses for Southern California” (Pacific Rural Press, 24 Feb 
1900)

… THE MORE THEY STAY THE SAME

2003:
“Regions enjoying a Mediterranean climate represent only a little 
more than 1% of the earth’s surface . . .   Yet, so many gardeners in those 
regions, particularly here on the West Coast, seem unwilling to accept the 
climate, seeing only the constraints that it places on gardening.   One of 
the apparent obstacles to gardening in harmony with the Mediterranean 
climate is the phenomenon of summer dormancy, a time when 
plants rest, in response to the reduced moisture content of the soil. 
Those accustomed to colorful flowers and green foliage during the 
warmer months often reject the notion of summer dormancy . . .  
The result, too often, is a heavily irrigated garden filled with plants poor-
ly adapted to the annual summer dry season.”

~ “Pacific Horticulture,” Jan 2003 p 1.
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The Weather And The Rose Garden
What does our weather-future hold in store for us?  We’ve had two 

very dry years, with “La Niña” conditions resulting in reduced rainfall not 
only for Southern California, but many of the other Southern states.  (Texas 
drought conditions through 2011 were particularly devastating.)

We got a little bit of a reprieve in March, with substantial rainfall — a 
good inch and a half of rain in Camarillo, and close to two inches at a re-
porting station in the Malibu Hills.  But as welcome as it was, rainfall totals 
over that 30-day period were STILL below normal.  Additional rainfall is 
needed badly — and it looks like we might get some.  

Long-range forecasts showed a good probability of a system similar to 
that last humdinger, heading our way in April.  The rains came, though not 
at that volume.  There are indications that the conditions that bring us this 
sudden bounty will continue in place through the balance of April.  (This 
would make a mess of spring rose shows, which in Southern California, 
take place through April.  The bloom won’t “like” that, but the rose plants 
are loving it.)

In any case, most forecasters are predicting the end of the “La Niña” 
system, with conditions returning to whatever is “normal” for the period 
ending Autumn, 2012.  The only problem with THAT is that our Mediterra-
nean Climate “normal” is bone-dry up to, and well into Autumn.*  THAT 
isn’t going to change any time soon.  

Moreover, while our annual rainfall becomes less dependable, our pop-
ulation keeps increasing, which means more people are demanding a share 
of limited water resources.

What’s A Gardener To Do?
Starting from now (if you haven’t already done so) select roses with a 

genetic tendency to summer dormancy.  That may mean you’ll get less 
bloom in July and August, but it also means those roses can survive with 
reduced water requirements during seasons when no rain falls on Southern 
California — and years when water use in the garden is restricted by law 
and economics.  

* “However, as climatologist Klaus Wolter points out, all ten of the two-year 
La Niña events between 1900 and 2009 either continued as a La Niña event 
for a third year (four of ten), or switched to El Niño (six of ten), with none of 
them becoming ENSO-neutral.”  
Southern California Weather Notes — Notes and commentary about Southern 
California weather, snowpack and climate.   
http://www.sierraphotography.com/wxnotes/CategoryView,category,precipitationOutlook.aspx
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— Continued, Pg. 9
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That means that you’ll be looking at roses of Asian origin:  Tea Roses, 
China Roses — some of the Noisettes, particularly the cluster-flowering 
ones.  These are, in any case, the ideal roses for our Mediterranean climate.  
I’m studying the lists of roses which have consistently been found in aban-
doned gardens, old cemeteries and the like.  Roses with a proven record of 
tough survival skills.  I want those in my garden — and I want them to 
have a few good years to mature before someone comes along (as happened 
to Texas gardeners in 2011) and tells me I can’t water my garden.

If you long to plant roses with higher water needs, and less inclination 
toward summer dormancy, plant those roses where you can treat them to 
your shower and kitchen “warm-up” water, even dishwater.  (Opt for “eco�
friendly” detergents, while you’re at it.)  ‘Golden Celebration,’ which is a 
“water hog” for us, did poorly until it became the recipient of regular doses 
of dishwater.  Now, that row of 6 plants has become the showpiece we 
hoped it would be.

We’re working on that premise.  Last summer, we DID cut back on 
watering.  Things got a bit stressed, on the hillside, but the Teas and Chinas 
bounced right back with the first rains.  ‘Boule de Niege,’ has not faired as 
well, and it is likely on its way out.  Our big ‘Sally Holmes’ tolerated short 
water rations very well, as did to my surprise, ‘Lavender Dream.’  The 
Banksiaes and Fortuniana seemed not to notice.  And so it goes.

I’ll propose a toast to a continued wet April, and a summer of moder-
ate temperatures, but prepare for tough times, with a garden of tough roses.

— Weather & The Rose Garden, Continued From Pg. 9

Some Tough Roses
Clockwise, from Upper Left: 

Bloomfield Courage
Aimee Vibert

Louis Philippe
“Orange Smith” 

(?A Form of Archduke Charles?)

Mme. Lambard


